LexisNexis PatentOptimizer®

Quality and efficiency matter more today than ever before. Automate and streamline the process of creating high-quality patent applications and generating office action responses with PatentOptimizer.

PatentOptimizer enables you to:

- **Draft high-quality patent claims** with tools that help you check for proper antecedent basis or possible lack of support in the disclosure, adequate support in the drawings, terminology for court rulings and consistency in parts labeling and numbering.

- **Focus on the granular aspects of entire patent portfolios** to uncover critical data intersections, hidden trends, aggregate parts/elements nomenclature and ranked language variations.

- **Create a complete error report** with a single click to identify claim issues, drawing reference anomalies, improper term and phrase usage.

- **Create more informed, consistent and accurate office action responses** with the new PatentOptimizer Office Action Response Tool®

"PatentOptimizer provides a greater degree of quality control for patent drafting than found elsewhere and our clients appreciate the extra steps that we take to mitigate their risk."

Mercedes Meyer, Partner at Drinker Biddle & Reath

Please visit us at:

LexisNexisIP.com/PatentOptimizer
to learn more
LexisNexis PatentOptimizer

Develop internally consistent, concise and well-tailored patent applications and office action responses with these features, exclusive to PatentOptimizer®.

**ONE-CLICK SUMMARY**

Provides fully comprehensive error analysis of patent applications, pre-grant publications and issued patents with cross-links directly to the related section within the PatentOptimizer tool.

**ANALYTICS**

Enables you to filter, rank, and sort patent collections (up to 10,000 records at a time) by various key metrics, such as inventor, examiner, legal-rep, assignee, class, claim elements, parts, phrases, etc.

**THESAURUS**

Allows you to search, browse and navigate a master index of patent terminology gathered from the US, EP and WO databases.

**OFFICE ACTION RESPONSE TOOL**

Assists in the generation of new office action responses with tools that enable you to extract and analyze prior art, auto-generate desired response language specific to the rejection or objection, quickly retrieve relevant documents and automate for accuracy.

PatentOptimizer offers revolutionary patent drafting and office action response technology that is unmatched by the competition.